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Pilots have flight plans. Doctors have charts. Movie pirates 
have treasure maps. It’s hard to reach a goal without having a way 

to judge your progress. Good luck finding that buried chest of gold by 
winging it. Yet as they make the long, costly journey to digital trans-
formation, many telecom companies lack insight into the effectiveness 
of their efforts. This makes it difficult for them to gauge where they 
stand and how they might need to adjust their direction. If telcos are 
to realize digital’s full promise, they must increase the visibility of all 
stages and aspects of the transformation—fast. 

TeBIT, a benchmarking study jointly developed by ETIS—The 
Community for Telecom Professionals and The Boston Consulting 
Group, reveals that telcos are only scratching the surface of digital’s 
potential. Direct sales via digital channels comprise just a small 
fraction of overall revenues. Automation is still very much a work in 
progress. Clearly, transformations take time. But this year’s TeBIT 
study suggests that most telcos are unable to quickly and accurately 
gauge how their initiatives are progressing. Many participants 
struggled to capture and provide KPIs that measure the degree of 
digitization in a wide range of telco processes.

That’s cause for concern. Without insight into their digital efforts, op-
erators will have trouble evaluating their investments, recognizing 
which ones create the most value, and tweaking their efforts and 
strategies accordingly. This is in stark contrast to how digital natives—
companies built around digital business models—operate. Those play-
ers are ardent, even obsessive, KPI trackers, continually measuring 
and monitoring processes, channels, and customer behavior and pref-
erences. Telcos need to follow their lead.

So how can they do that and do it quickly? One idea is to adopt the 
KPIs used in this year’s study. These metrics—discussed and refined 
by a working group drawn from ETIS members—can make a telco’s 
transformation visible from end to end, and thus help operators set, 
track, and adjust their digital goals.

The collaboration that gave us these KPIs is telling. It demonstrates that 
for all the competitiveness in this industry, the best way forward is some-
times a path taken together. TeBIT has always been a collaborative effort. 
Participating telcos share information about their IT units’ spending, per-
formance, and processes, allowing themselves to be compared with other 
operators. In return, participants can access a full set of benchmark re-
sults, along with further trend analysis. But they get something else, too: 
insights into the challenges that all telcos face—and how to tackle them.

PREFACE
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Such insights have never been more important. For just as telcos need 
visibility into their own efforts, they need visibility into wider industry 
trends and dynamics. Telcos that have both will see the full picture and 
be better able to capture the full potential of digital transformation.

Wim De Meyer  
ETIS Managing Director

Frank Felden  
BCG Senior Partner and 
Managing Director
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Telecom operators are putting significant effort and funding into 
their digital transformations. No doubt, they have the right vision. 

Digital initiatives allow telcos to compete more on customer experience 
and less on price tag. But are telcos on the right path to achieving their 
vision? This year’s telco IT benchmarking study (TeBIT)—a survey of 
European operators’ IT spending and performance that was completed in 
August 2018—suggests that many transformations lack a key ingredient: a 
relentless focus on digital KPIs. TeBIT participants struggled to capture 
core metrics that provide visibility into their digital journey: what’s 
working, what’s not working, and what course adjustments might be best. 
Without monitoring and reacting to digital KPIs, telcos often find that the 
benefits of transformation are somewhat random. Imagine how much more 
value they could realize if they focused their digital efforts and their 
resources in the right places.

TeBIT participants are only scratching the surface of digital’s 
potential. In every case, revenues traceable to digital products, 
services, or channels account for only a single-digit or low 
double-digit share of overall revenue. And few processes have a 
high degree of automation.

 • Nontraditional paths to revenue are helping telcos compensate for 
stagnation—and even in some instances declines—in their fixed 
and mobile businesses. A quarter of participants’ 2017 revenues 
came from these newer areas of focus. But B2B information and 
communications technology (ICT) services accounted for the 
bulk—77%—of nontraditional revenues, with digital trailing far 
behind at 23%.

 • The level of process automation is still relatively low. On the fixed 
side, telcos solved just 51% of network and IT incidents remotely; 
only 42% of customers received bills electronically; and electronic 
orders made up just 17% of total orders. The numbers were even 
lower for mobile.
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On average, TeBIT participants significantly increased their IT 
invest ment budgets in 2017, and digital initiatives were a main 
focus of the outlays. Yet telcos continue to lag behind other in-
dustries (such as banking) in IT spending. They need to turn up 
the dial again. 

 • IT capex rose by an eye-opening 33.7% in emerging markets and 
by a still-impressive 12.3% in mature markets. Focal points for 
investment included digital initiatives related to data management 
and analytics, and front-end development.

 • IT spending accounted for 5.9% of revenues—a rise from previous 
years. But outside the telco business, many technology-focused 
companies are emphasizing IT spending even more. The banking 
industry, for example, had an IT cost-to-income ratio of 11.4% in 
2017.

Participants are taking different approaches to developing digital 
capabilities, highlighting the lack of a textbook model. Even so, 
some patterns that differentiate telcos in emerging and mature 
markets have emerged. For all players, attracting the right talent 
is a challenge, but some telcos are taking creative approaches in 
attempting to meet it.

 • The distribution of the digital workforce varies widely. Participants 
in emerging markets tend to stress front-end development and 
digital operations. Telcos in mature markets seem to emphasize 
data and analytics.

 • Overall, the TeBIT data suggests that emerging-market telcos are 
more actively developing internal digital capabilities. This makes 
sense because, historically, these markets have depended less 
heavily on outsourcing.

 • The new generation of talent typically doesn’t view telcos as 
cutting-edge digital workplaces. But savvy operators are taking 
steps to change that perception, getting the word out that innova-
tive projects, an agile way of working, and experimentation exist 
within their walls, too.

Although telcos are ratcheting up their investments and capabili-
ties in digital, they’re proceeding without sufficient visibility. Par-
ticipants struggle to track—or they simply don’t track—KPIs that 
indicate where they are in their digital efforts. 

 • An ETIS working group discussed and refined a set of 25 digital 
metrics that collectively help describe the level of digitization in a 
telco’s end-to-end processes. TeBIT participants had trouble 
returning data for a surprising number of these KPIs. For some 
metrics—such as the number of IT problems preemptively solved, 
and the percentage of customer service requests processed through 
automation—data was so scarce that we could not calculate 
statistically relevant averages. For other KPIs, only limited data 
was available.
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 • Without monitoring and reacting to the right KPIs, telcos can’t 
accurately assess their digital journeys. They can’t properly gauge 
investments and see what’s working, what’s not working, and what 
needs to change. They can’t adjust their course to realize the full 
potential of digital transformation.

The good news is that the new breed of digital KPIs is readily 
available. By adopting and tracking the TeBIT metrics, telcos can 
get the visibility they need in order to focus their digital efforts, 
producing bigger impacts on efficiency, the customer experience, 
and the top line.

 • The averages we calculated can provide helpful references for 
telcos, suggesting industry norms for digital capabilities. For 
example, across TeBIT participants, 56% of fixed-network provi-
sions were zero touch. This average—and others like it—could 
serve as a minimum maturity level for which telcos should strive.

 • Similarly, the maximum levels that we saw can serve as longer- 
term goals for telcos. One participant, for example, achieved a 73% 
share for remote incident resolutions in its fixed business. This 
figure could be an aspirational objective for telcos once they reach 
the industry norm.
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A MISSING INGREDIENT 
IN TELCO’S RECIPE FOR 
DIGITAL

In the digital era, winners go big. Ama-
zon accounts for nearly half of all online 

retail sales in the United States. YouTube has 
more than 1 billion users worldwide. Netflix 
can boast a customer base comprising 44% of 
all video-on-demand subscribers. Clearly, 
telecom operators want to be digital winners, 
too. But so far, they’re not going very big.

Telcos are underusing KPIs 
that measure digitization in 
their end-to-end processes.

Make no mistake: telcos are benefiting from 
digital initiatives. Automation is improving 
efficiency and customer experiences. New of-
ferings are helping operators stand out from 
the competition. New business models—in 
areas such as content, advertising, and data 
and analytics—are opening the door to addi-
tional revenues. Yet many telcos are seeing 
less benefit than they probably could. 

This year’s telco IT benchmarking study 
(TeBIT)—a survey of European operators’ IT 
spending and performance that was complet-
ed in August 2018—reveals that digital initia-
tives are having a very limited impact on the 
top line so far. No participating telco generat-
ed more than a few percentage points of its 

mobile or fixed revenues via digital channels. 
And although participants are now seeing 
about a fourth of their revenues come from 
areas outside their traditional fixed and mo-
bile businesses, ICT services—not digital 
offer ings—account for the bulk of those  
revenues. 

When it comes to internal processes, the story 
is similar. Fully digital operations—such as 
remote incident management and zero-touch 
provisioning—are the exception, not the norm. 

To be sure, telcos have the right vision. In the 
2015 TeBIT study, the participants that were 
most active in the digital space suffered the 
smallest revenue declines. Last year, partici-
pants that invested in AI and robotics saw 
ROIs of 160% to 300%. (See TeBIT 2017 
Executive Report, BCG report, October 2017.) 
And in TeBIT 2018, we find telcos markedly 
increasing their IT investment spending, with 
digital initiatives getting high priority. One 
could argue, then, that telcos just need more 
time to realize the full potential of digital 
transformation.

But this year’s TeBIT study suggests that 
while telcos have the right vision, they may 
not be on the right track to achieve it. Specifi-
cally, they are underusing or altogether lack-
ing a key tool for navigating the journey: 
KPIs that measure the extent of digitization 
in their end-to-end processes.
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Working with European operators within 
ETIS, we explored and refined a set of digital 
KPIs, including metrics such as time to mar-
ket for new products and services, number of 
problems preemptively identified and solved, 
and percentage of zero-touch provisions. To 
our surprise, most TeBIT participants strug-
gled to capture and report many of these 
metrics.

Digital KPIs are essential for focusing efforts, 
evaluating investments, setting ambition lev-
els, monitoring progress, and making adjust-
ments as needed. Many of the telcos’ new 
competitors—the digital natives founded 
around digital technologies and business 
models—already work like this. They con-
stantly track the performance of their digital 
initiatives and use that visibility to fine-tune 
their strategies, goals, and investments.

Last year, we saw telcos making what ap-
peared to be unfocused investments in AI 
and robotics. Some operators were seeing 
benefits from their initiatives, but few were 
using well-defined strategies and end-to-end 

implementations. This year, the KPIs that we 
received from participants, along with their 
IT spending patterns, strongly suggest that a 
lack of focus is endemic to digital transforma-
tion in general.

Without a full set of digital KPIs—and meticu-
lous attention to them—telcos can still trans-
form, but they will find it hard to transform 
well, fully unleashing the power of digital and 
seeing it have an optimum impact on their 
business.

Financial resources are finite. Talent can be 
hard to find. TeBIT’s digital KPIs can give 
oper ators the visibility they need to prioritize 
their initiatives, capability building, and 
invest ments—to know when and where to 
step on the gas.
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PUMP UP THE VOLUME ON 
IT INVESTMENT

Most TeBIT participants managed to 
increase their revenues in 2017, but the 

bigger headline may be the increase in ARPU 
by 2.7% across all telcos. The story is particu-
larly compelling in emerging markets, where 
ARPU rose by 6.4% even as telcos struggled 
with customer churn. (See the sidebar “The 
Business Environment.”) Many factors—
including economic cycles—can influence 
ARPU, but digital transformation can be an 
especially powerful lever. As previous TeBIT 
studies have shown, well-planned and 
well-executed investments can significantly 
boost profitability.

IT capex rose in absolute 
terms, and also in standing 
within telco executive suites.

Digital initiatives enable telcos to compete 
more on customer experience and less on 
price tag. That’s a relatively new concept for 
telecom services, which until recently were a 
commodity like electricity or gasoline. When 
buying such products, people generally don’t 
care about the brand as long as the price is 
low. But digital enables operators to escape 
price pressure and low margins. Because cus-
tomers get more from the telco—innovative 
products, services, and support—they typical-

ly are willing to pay more. The telco, in turn, 
can differentiate itself. These dynamics can 
raise ARPU and decrease churn—and the lat-
ter is no small accomplishment, given that 
about half of all TeBIT participants lost users 
in 2017. 

It stands to reason, then, that maintaining the 
upward trajectory of ARPU and ensuring a 
downward trajectory for churn will require 
telcos to invest more in digital. The TeBIT 
data reveals that this is happening. IT capex 
rose by 33.7% in emerging markets and by 
12.3% in mature markets. (See Exhibit 1.) Fo-
cal points for that spending included digital 
initiatives around data management and ana-
lytics, as well as front-end development. 

IT capex rose not only in absolute terms, but 
also, it seems, in standing within telco execu-
tive suites. In 2016, IT capex comprised, on 
average, 13.6% of total capex. In 2017, the cor-
responding figure was 16.9%. This reinforces 
the notion that telcos see digital transforma-
tion as increasingly important and are align-
ing their budgets with that view.

We also noted some interesting dynamics on 
the IT opex front. Overall, participants in ma-
ture markets saw their IT opex drop by 8.3%, 
although about a quarter of these telcos experi-
enced a rise in IT opex. On the other hand, 
among emerging-market participants, IT opex 
rose for every telco—on average, by 13.4%.
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What caused these variations? One explana-
tion is that digital transformation requires 
new capabilities, and there are different ways 
to obtain them: training existing employees; 
hiring additional employees; replacing talent; 

working with external partners. Different ap-
proaches carry different price tags. Emerging- 
market participants had a significantly larger 
increase in IT FTE headcount than mature- 
market players did—a sign that operators in 

Market challenges continue to pack a 
punch, but Europe’s telecom operators are 
starting to strike back. Most ETIS members 
saw positive business results in 2017, with 
growth in revenues or EBITDA margin. (See 
the exhibit.) Yet room for improvement 
remains: only 23% of telcos saw increases 
in both of these metrics.

Similarly, the performance of TeBIT partici
pants reveals a comeback that continues to 
be a work in progress. On average, telcos in 
emerging markets saw a rise of 3.4% in 
revenue but a drop of 2.6% in users. 
Meanwhile, participants in mature markets 
kept their user base stable overall, but saw 
a slight drop (0.5%) in revenue—evidence 
that price pressure is still taking a toll.

Telcos can pull a number of levers to boost 
efficiency, spark revenues, and better 
differentiate themselves in the market. And 
they are doing so—for example, by moving 

beyond their core business and into areas 
such as ICT and data and analytics. These 
efforts have not been in vain: overall, TeBIT 
participants experienced a 1.2% increase in 
revenues in 2017. That’s not a big bump, 
but it is a bump, and it comes after years of 
declining or stable revenues across TeBIT 
participants.

It’s vital to keep the momentum going—
and that means investing more in the right 
places, including digital. Of all the levers 
that telcos can pull, only digital transforma
tion can simultaneously improve efficiency 
and customer experiences. That twin boost 
can power more operators into the plus col
umn on revenue, EBIDTA margin, and 
users. In short, it can get telcos on the path 
to significant and sustainable success.

THE BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT
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emerging markets are building up their digi-
tal capabilities by investing in new internal 
talent. 

Although it’s good news that telcos are invest-
ing in digital initiatives and capabilities, a fa-
miliar question remains: are they investing 
enough? Previous TeBIT reports have an-
swered with a resounding no, stressing the 
need for telcos to double down on their digi-
tal bets in areas such as data and analytics, 
artificial intelligence, and automation. With 
IT capex up markedly this year, the story has 
changed—but not enough. On average, IT 

spending accounted for 5.9% of revenues. 
That’s up from past years, and almost every 
TeBIT participant saw a rise in 2017. But out-
side the telco business, many technology- 
focused companies prioritize IT spending 
even more. The banking industry, for exam-
ple, had an IT cost-to-income ratio of 11.4% 
in 2017. 

The telecom industry continues to face chal-
lenges. Digital transformation can help tackle 
them. Telcos understand this and have turned 
up the dial on investment. Now they need to 
turn it up higher.

Change in IT opex, 2016–2017 (%)
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Exhibit 1 | A Significant Increase in IT Capex Boosted Overall IT Spending
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To maximize the payoff from digital 
transformation, companies must achieve 

three things: the right level of investment, the 
right capabilities, and the right focus. The key 
is to zero in on the most promising initiatives 
and give them the resources they require. 
That may sound straightforward, but telcos 
must meet multiple challenges to get there. 
IT investment budgets go only so far. Digital 
capabilities remain a work in progress. And 
knowing where to focus is hard when dozens 
of ideas seem promising.

B2B ICT accounts for 77% of 
participants’ nontraditional 
revenues, on average.

Not surprisingly, the TeBIT data suggests that 
telcos are only scratching the surface of digi-
tal’s potential. Consider one key marker of 
progress along the digital journey: the share 
of revenue generated through digital chan-
nels, and from digital products and services. 
For every participant in this year’s study, 
these digital revenues accounted for just a 
single-digit or low double-digit share of over-
all revenue.

The breakdown of digital revenues is even 
more revealing. Mobile and fixed revenues 

generated through digital channels accounted 
for no more than a few percentage points of 
total revenues. The numbers improve slightly 
for digital services and products, such as con-
tent. These brought in, on average, 4% of total 
revenues, with one telco topping out at 13%. 
In contrast, ICT services accounted for 19% of 
overall revenues. For one TeBIT participant, 
the figure was a brow-raising 34%.

Clearly, B2B ICT—comprising services such 
as data centers and hosting—has become a 
particularly important lever for growth. Ac-
cording to the TeBIT data, it accounts for 77% 
of participants’ nontraditional revenues, on 
average. (See Exhibit 2.) And at one telco, the 
figure stands at 99%. Nevertheless, it’s clear 
that digital could contribute significantly 
more to telcos’ top line. As previous TeBIT 
studies have demonstrated, the benefits of 
digital transformation are multifaceted. Reve-
nue upticks can be direct, through the sale of 
new products and services, or indirect, as 
when improvement in the customer experi-
ence lowers churn.

In this year’s study, three models for 
approaching digital revenues emerged. Some 
telcos are concentrating on the consumer 
market, with up to 90% of their digital 
revenues coming from content, value-added 
services, and other B2C digital offerings. 
Others are taking a more evenly divided 
approach, with around half of their digital 

A TRICKLE—NOT YET 
A FLOOD—FROM THE 

DIGITAL TAP
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revenues coming from the B2C side and the 
other half from B2B offerings such as data 
analytics and targeted advertising. Still others 
are pursuing a venture model, seeking their 
digital revenues via new platforms and 
business models. A telco in this third group 
might fund a startup or enter into a 
partnership that lets it play a key role in an 
all-new venture. For example, it might 
combine its data analytics with a partner’s 
market research. 

These varied approaches make sense, given 
that telcos operate under different circum-
stances, with different markets, customers, 
and strengths. But regardless of their ap-
proach, telcos will need to develop new capa-
bilities in order to develop their digital initia-
tives. To gain insight into how operators are 
building those capabilities—where they are 
focusing and what challenges they might be 
facing—this year’s TeBIT study took a deep 
dive into the digital workforce of each partici-
pant. We observed that telcos seemed to 
stress some digital capabilities (such as data 
and analytics) more than others (such as arti-
ficial intelligence). (See Exhibit 3.)

We measured capabilities in six areas: front-
end development; digital business and con-
tent creation; data and analytics; artificial in-
telligence and robotic process automation; 
digital partnering; and digital operations. For 
each area, we asked telcos to specify how 
many full-time directly managed employees 
they could call on. For example, for front-end 
development, we asked about the number of 
user experience and user interface designers, 
and the number of app developers, among 
others.

The distribution of this digital workforce var-
ied widely from one telco to another, support-
ing the notion that telcos have not yet settled 
on a textbook strategy for developing capabil-
ities. (See Exhibit 4.) Participants in emerging 
markets tend to stress front-end development 
and digital operations, while telcos in mature 
markets seem to emphasize data and analyt-
ics. For example, data scientists account for 
1.75% of the total workforce in mature mar-
kets, but only 0.23% in emerging markets.

Overall, TeBIT’s workforce data suggests that 
operators in emerging markets are more ac-

TeBIT participants’
nontraditional revenues

23%1 77%1Digital revenues

Digital B2C
revenues2

Digital B2B
revenues2

Digital ventures
revenues2

B2B ICT revenues
(from data centers and hosting,

among other offerings)

• Content services (such as 
subscription-based or 
pay-per-use video on 
demand and music) 

• TV offerings
• Digital retail (such as 

mobile or fixed services 
and features sold through 
websites and apps)

• Data and analytics services
• Digital advertising

• Business models in 
partnership with 
companies outside the 
telecom industry (for 
example, insurers)

• Services based on new 
platforms (such as 
navigation and telemetric 
services)

Sources: TeBIT 2018; BCG analysis.
1Percentage of all nontraditional revenues reported by 2018 TeBIT participants.
2Representative examples.

Exhibit 2 | Nontraditional Revenues Come Mostly from ICT Services—Not Digital
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Sources: TeBIT 2018; ETIS network and IT transformation working group; BCG analysis.
Note: For each category, TeBIT participants were asked to report the number of full-time directly managed employees they could call upon, as well 
as the cost in situations where they outsourced relevant functions.

Exhibit 3 | Digital Capabilities Were Measured Across Six Key Areas
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Exhibit 4 | Some Digital Capabilities Get More Attention Than Others
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tively developing internal digital capabilities. 
This isn’t unexpected. Across IT, emerging- 
market telcos rely more on internal staff, 
while operators in mature markets are likelier 
to leverage outsourcing. According to this 
year’s TeBIT data, internal headcount costs in 
emerging markets accounted for 50% of IT 
opex, on average. In mature markets, the cor-
responding figure was 25.5%.

As telcos are discovering, the challenge of at-
tracting a new generation of digital talent 
complicates efforts to build internal capabili-

ties. In a world of fast-moving startups, telcos 
must overcome the widespread impression 
that they are unexciting places to work. Savvy 
operators are taking steps to recast their 
image— and get the word out. (See the side-
bar “It’s Not Just the Tools.”) But telcos also 
need to align their capabilities with their 
goals. That’s where focus comes in: knowing 
where you want to go and how you can get 
there. As we’ll see in the next chapter, estab-
lishing that focus has been difficult. But tel-
cos can change that.
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“Moving from the analog world to the digital world means more than 
putting a new face on an old process. It means reengineering that 
process.”

Digital transformations—at least the most successful ones—aren’t just 
about new technologies. They also require new capabilities, new processes, 
new ways of working, new metrics, and even a new image to woo tal-
ent. That’s a long and perhaps ominous-looking list, but some telcos are 
steadily checking the boxes. BCG and ETIS spoke with Alexander Stock, IT 
director at A1, for insight on the approaches and lessons that operators 
should consider.

Telcos have often wrestled with a tradeoff between cost reduction and investment. On one hand, 
they need to spark savings and operate more efficiently. On the other, they have to pursue and 
fund enhancements—particularly, digital transformation. How does A1 deal with this challenge?

Frankly, I don’t see this as a tradeoff anymore. The beauty of digital transformation is that when 
you do it well—in the right places, at the right speed—you get efficiency along with enhance
ments. Consider our work with chatbots. Here digital technologies are improving the user experi
ence: customers get fast, accurate support through a simpletouse interface. But within A1, we’re 
getting greater efficiency and we’re addressing costs. These benefits don’t come exclusively from 
automation. They also come because we reengineer our processes as we deploy digital technolo
gies. When your transformation efforts are well planned and aligned, enhancements and efficien
cies go together.

Many telcos are looking to new types of services—in digital and ICT, for example—to help them 
compensate for slow growth or even declines in their traditional fixed and mobile businesses. This 
seems to be the case for A1, too. What are your focus areas, and what role does technology play in 
developing your businesses models?

ICT is certainly a strong focus area for us. And if you look at our numbers, we have grown sig
nificantly faster than the market over the past couple of years. How do we support this from 
a technology perspective? The idea is to create an environment that stresses automation and 
flexibility. Those two things are especially important when serving business customers. You need 
to be modular when it comes to your products and services, and have building blocks that can be 
assembled as customers require. You need to automate processes that traditionally have been 
highly manual and have taken a lot of time. To that last point, we’re focusing on things like the 
sales pipeline, order delivery, and order management. We want to get much more digitized in 
these areas so that we can be faster and more efficient in serving our business customers.

How does A1 prioritize initiatives to build digital capabilities, develop new products, or improve 
the customer experience?

One thing we have done is to centralize our portfolio planning. It’s no longer done in silos by 
individual business units. Now it’s done in a centralized, agile manner where the business units 
and IT sit together and prioritize initiatives based on value generation, on valuebased KPIs, on 
what we see as the most important next thing to do. We also combine development paths with 

IT’S NOT JUST THE TOOLS: 
AN INTERVIEW WITH ALEXANDER STOCK OF A1 
TELEKOM AUSTRIA AG
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transformation paths. For instance, we will have a strategy and roadmap on what we want to 
achieve from a technological perspective, but we also have specific market goals. The idea is to 
match these in the best possible manner as we transform and develop. 

What are your current investment priorities from a technology perspective? And what do you see 
as the key challenges to success? 

I would say there are two priorities. One is the customer interaction—all the points, from sales to 
service, where we interact with the customer. The other is digitizing and automating our pro
cesses. One of the biggest challenges we face involves understanding what works well and what 
doesn’t and reacting—immediately—to those insights. If you look at the IT industry, and the 
Amazons and Googles and Facebooks, you’ll see that they are much better and faster than telcos 
in learning and responding to customer demands. We need to work not in monthly release cycles 
but really on the spot, trying things out and removing them or building on them based on the 
results we measure. This is what we are working on and investing in at the moment. We want to 
be able to understand and address customer needs in a very quick and flexible manner.

That’s a great point about learning and responding. Digital KPIs could help telcos there, but we 
found that many TeBIT participants struggled to collect the relevant data. In A1’s case, it seems 
that the data was largely available. Tell us a bit about how you manage and monitor digital KPIs. 

We monitor a number of KPIs, including online sales rate, online conversion rate, and up
selling and cross-selling online. For example, after a customer buys a mobile phone online, is 
he going back to our site and buying insurance? That’s something we’ll track. But what’s really 
interesting— and important—is how we use these KPIs. Like many of our competitors, we have 
been transforming to a more agile way of working. So we are now building scrum teams based on 
focus areas we think we should address. We’ll give digital KPIs—say, the online conversion rate—
to these scrums and ask the teams to address them. This all goes back to my point about being 
able to understand and react quickly.

Digital transformation requires a host of new capabilities, from frontend userexperience design 
to data analytics. To what extent are you building these capabilities internally? Where do you rely 
on partners?

This raises perhaps the biggest challenge we face: attracting new people with new skills. The 
generation now coming out of the universities doesn’t typically view telcos as the most attractive 
career choice. It can take a very long time to fill new positions. We try to build internally the key 
knowhow we need. But of course, we also need partners. One area where we are getting support 
is in agile methodologies. Building a scrum team sounds simple; but in fact, agile requires new 
job functions, like a scrum master or product owner. It requires new career paths and, indeed, a 
new HR structure. All of this has to be developed, and our partners are helping us do this. The 
other area where we get support is in digital capabilities. Here partners are helping us to establish 
a twolevel center of excellence. It’s twolevel because you can’t just focus on the technological 
aspects of digital transformation. Moving from the analog world to the digital world means more 
than putting a new face on an old process. It means reengineering that process. If you’re creating 
digital products, you need to think about how sales and support—indeed, all of your processes—
best fit around them. Maybe you need digital delivery now or online, self-serve support. A lot of 
pieces need to change or be developed, and we’ll seek external help with the transformation.

IT’S NOT JUST THE TOOLS 
(continued)
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Going back to the challenge around talent, how do you tackle that? Are there steps you take to 
attract the people you need and build a sustainable digital workforce?

Talent management has certainly become a key topic for us in the past couple of years, getting 
increased attention in terms of strategy and investment. About a year ago we initiated a program 
with one of the local universities, in which students divide their time between studying at school 
and working with us—effectively a 50-50 breakdown. Working with universities has a twofold 
advantage: it helps the schools understand the kinds of skills we need, and it helps students 
understand how A1 works and what we have to offer. The idea, of course, is that these students 
will become fulltime employees once they graduate. Another thing we are doing to attract talent 
is building a modern working environment. We’re refurbishing our headquarters, getting rid of the 
long halls and closed offices. Image, we’ve found, is important. We’re also getting our manage
ment personnel into the universities, holding programs, giving speeches, and so on, to get on the 
radar of students—and get on it early.

The agile transformation you’re undergoing should help, as well.

Certainly—I think that’s part of the image. Young people want to work differently. They want to 
have the flexibility to work half a day in a coffee shop and a day with their people somewhere. 
They want to be selfmanaged, working in an agile way, on interesting projects, with modern 
technology. All of the digital topics help in that respect. People want to work with chatbots and 
cognitive analytics—not COBOL.

There’s a lot of upside to moving to agile approaches, but do you see challenges, as well, especial
ly when it comes to retraining your existing workforce? 

I think we are making good progress in moving to agile, but I also think that it is a very difficult 
process and it will take a lot of time. As with many other areas, the difficulty is in the details. 
When you really want to transform to an agile way of working, all of your topline KPIs need to 
change. At the moment we are still cost focused and revenue focused; but when you go to agile 
methodologies, you need to be value focused. As for the workforce, we will not be completely 
agile tomorrow. Right now, I would say half of my staff has been retrained and is working in scrum 
teams. But I also don’t think that we need to be completely agile tomorrow. We still have main
frame and legacy systems in our stack, and we will have them in the coming years. The big next 
step is to extend agile beyond IT and to follow the scrum approach endtoend, with the product 
owner coming from the business side. It’s going to take time to get agile into all the corners of the 
company—but the effort will be worth it.
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WANTED: A BOOM  
WITH A VIEW

Digital leaders, regardless of their 
particular industry, are data-driven 

organizations. They measure everything 
relentlessly: how processes perform, how 
customers behave, how different sales 
channels compare. And no wonder. Undertak-
ing a digital transformation without keeping 
a sharp eye on the right metrics is like flying 
into space without instruments and a win-
dow. You can’t evaluate your progress, see 
what’s working well and what’s not, and 
adjust your goals and direction accordingly. 
For telcos, a clear view of the digital journey 
is critical. And yet, the TeBIT study finds, 
many telcos don’t have one.

Telcos need transparency to 
have coherent ambitions and 
clear routes to achieve them.

Back in 2015, the TeBIT study found a posi-
tive correlation between the extent of a 
telco’s digital initiatives and its revenue per-
formance. As we said in the title of that 
year’s report, “Digital Delivers.” It’s reason-
able to conclude that the more digital a telco 
is, the more benefits it can realize. This year, 
to test that proposition, we took a close look 
at what we call digital KPIs—metrics that 
measure the digitization of a telco’s end-to-

end processes, from product management to 
billing and collection.

An ETIS working group considered and re-
fined a comprehensive set of relevant KPIs. 
Among the 25 metrics it identified were share 
of network and IT incidents resolved remote-
ly (rather than by technicians in the field), 
share of provisioning accomplished without 
human intervention, and proportion of cus-
tomers who received their bills electronically. 

To a large extent, we found, participating tel-
cos were flying with an obstructed view. In 
many instances, they did not have these KPIs 
at hand—or they didn’t have them at all. This 
made it hard to gauge exactly how digital the 
TeBIT participants were. More important, it 
makes the outcome of their transformations 
somewhat random. Without measuring KPIs 
and implementing a feedback loop of correc-
tive actions, telcos are spending money on 
digital initiatives without clearly seeing 
where they are, where they need to go, and 
how to get them there.

The challenge related to KPIs helps explain 
the dynamic we saw this year: increased IT 
capex—much of it focused on digital—but a 
relatively low proportion of digital revenue. It 
may also explain why few participants have 
published their digital goals. Telcos need full 
transparency in order to have coherent ambi-
tions and clear routes to achieve them.
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The TeBIT analysis suggests that most telcos 
are nowhere near full transparency. For some 
KPIs—such as number of IT problems pre-
emptively solved, number of next-best offers 
suggested, and percentage of customer ser-
vice requests processed by AI and robotic 
process automation—data was so lacking that 
we couldn’t calculate overall averages. (See 
Exhibit 5.) For other metrics—such as share 
of products and services available online and 
time from order to activation—more data 
was available, but still so little that averages 
were of limited significance. Indeed, for only 
10 of the 25 KPIs did we receive sufficient 
data to calculate statistically relevant averag-
es across participants.

The averages that we did calculate reveal 
that the level of process digitization and auto-
mation remains comparatively low. (See 
Exhibit 6.) Overall, participants remotely 
solved just 51% of network and IT incidents 
on the fixed-business side and 40% on the 
mobile side. Only 42% of fixed-network cus-
tomers and 36% of mobile customers receive 
bills electronically. And the share of elec-
tronic orders was just 17% for fixed and 13% 
for mobile. 

Of course, from a more optimistic perspec-
tive, those figures indicate lots of potential 
for more efficient digital investment across 
core activities. Telcos have plenty of room to 
spend money in a more focused way to 
achieve a bigger impact. Rigorous attention 
to digital KPIs can give operators the trans-
parency they need to identify their ambitions 
and track their progress toward their goals. 
(See the sidebar “Follow the Data.”) Telcos 
are already generating value from digital 
transformation—but imagine how much 
more value they could create with KPIs that 
help them monitor and adjust their journey. 
The savviest players will turn today’s small 
steps into tomorrow’s giant leaps.
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Exhibit 5 | Telcos Struggle to Capture Core Digital KPIs
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Exhibit 6 | Fully Digital Processes Are Still the Exception
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“You really have to work more like a startup. You have to experiment, 
try new things, and constantly monitor how they are working out.”

In the digital space, opportunities are boundless. For telcos, that brings 
great promise—for new revenue streams, new ways to serve customers, 
new paths to success. But it also brings challenges. What projects are most 
worthy of attention and funding? What is the best way to see what is work-
ing and what is not? Is it better to build or buy the necessary capabilities? 
How can we work faster? Uldis Tatarcuks, the CTO at Lattelecom, describes 
how his company keeps its digital agenda on course—and the roles that 
customers and data play in steering the way.

The fixed side of the telco business tends to struggle more with churn than the mobile side. As a 
fixed-only player, how does Lattelecom approach this challenge?

We’re not the typical fixed-only provider in that we have a strong presence in the mobile space. 
We have a lot of overthetop applications that put us on mobile screens: our own television solu
tion, a customer self-service app, even a specific application for electricity service. Customers can 
communicate with us, manage their accounts and features, and even get services from us from 
mobile devices. In that regard, we are similar to Netflix. We can reach customers and do business 
with them via mobile without actually owning a mobile network ourselves.

That’s a unique model.

Unique for telcos, perhaps, but many companies worldwide are using this model. Netflix is a big 
example. So is Facebook. We are just following the trend, leveraging technological capabilities to 
the greatest extent possible. 

One can actually see this in the TeBIT data. It shows that Lattelecom generates a significant 
portion of its revenues from areas outside traditional fixed and mobile businesses. What are your 
focus areas, and what role does technology play in developing such business models?

We don’t expect to see huge growth in our core business lines, like fixed voice and broadband 
access—maybe a few percent a year. So to grow, we need to add other types of services that 
resonate with customers. For us, the current focus areas include overthetop television, smart 
home solutions, and electricity, as well as data centers and cloud services. But we are investigat
ing all areas. As for technology, its main role is to give customers the best user experience. Our 
electricity offering, for example, is fully digital. Customers can quickly connect or disconnect, 
change plans, and access any data they need. That kind of simplicity and convenience—enabled 
by technology—becomes a differentiator. Customers stick with us not just because we provide 
reasonable prices but also because our services are very easy to use. 

You noted that Lattelecom has built a mobile presence via apps. Is there an advantage to having a 
collection of apps—say, one for each service—rather than one megaapp that covers everything? 

This is a question we are asking ourselves and investigating. Right now, we have a central applica
tion through which customers can manage communications with us for all services they purchase. 

FOLLOW THE DATA: 
AN INTERVIEW WITH ULDIS TATARCUKS OF 
LATTELECOM
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But we also have some separate applications, such as the app for our electricity service and an 
OTT app for content. We need to understand more—through usage patterns and behavior—which 
approach customers prefer. My guess is that we will probably have even more applications in the 
future, as customers are adopting increasingly segmented lifestyles. With separate solutions, you 
can align better with specific needs and preferences. So I expect that as we head deeper into the 
digital world, we’ll have a list of applications.

And as you head deeper into that world, what is your approach to finding and seizing new digital 
opportunities?

Our main focus is on identifying functionalities that customers would like to use. Focus groups 
and usage patterns and statistics are helpful here, shedding light on what might be of interest. 
Then we try to deliver a minimum viable product just to get that feature or function moving and 
to check whether our perception of what customers want is correct. If it isn’t, then we drop the 
project. If it is, then we continue developing the solution, moving quickly through second, third, 
and fourth releases, and so on. 

You talked about services, but do you create content, as well?

Yes, we do have our own content. We are producing two TV channels ourselves and also giving our 
content an ondemand functionality, as many customers prefer that style of viewing. So we are 
killing two rabbits with one shot: providing unique content but also delivering it in the ways that 
users want. 

Lattelecom is also looking at the smart home market. Have you launched anything in that space?

We’ve launched a few pilot projects. For example, customers can monitor their heating system or 
the CO2 environment in their home. We definitely think the smart home space is going to grow. 
Electricity prices are rising all the time, and customers are very willing to investigate opportuni
ties for savings. We need to be, in effect, a good consultant to our customers, providing tools that 
show them how to run their homes better. Our approach is to add one small thing that is useful 
to the customer—like monitoring CO2—and grow from there. From our perspective, it’s very 
important to work like this, as it lets you be a lot faster and a lot more flexible than if you embark 
on a grand project to release something in a year. We’re going much, much faster than that.

Of course, all of this requires investment. Invariably, there will be a lot of different projects— 
enhancements, cost reduction initiatives, and so on—competing for a slice of the capex pie. How 
do you tackle this challenge within Lattelecom’s IT organization?

You really have to work more like a startup. You have to experiment, try new things, and constant
ly monitor how they are working out. Typically, if there is a business case for a project, we’ll get 
money for a threemonth period. Say €10,000 to €30,000. Then we continually check to see if the 
project is reaching its goals. Only the projects that are succeeding will get additional funding. This 
lets us experiment, quickly kill the projects that aren’t succeeding, and focus our efforts—and our 
funding—on the initiatives that are working out much, much better. 

What is your approach to building up digital capabilities—for example, in frontend design and 
digital content development? Do you build them internally, or do you rely on external sources?

FOLLOW THE DATA: 
(continued)
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We decided to keep all the critical capabilities internal. That’s why we started to hire app devel
opers, user experience developers, user interface designers, and so on. Having them inside our 
organization has enabled us to move significantly faster than we moved two years ago. But we 
need to build up still, and we are actively looking to hire more digital talent.

That talent is in great demand, and other telco operators have told us that they are struggling to 
build the internal resources they need for their digital agenda. Is this a challenge for Lattelecom, 
as well? How do you attract talent?

It’s certainly tough to attract new digital talent to a legacy telco organization. So our approach is 
to demonstrate very visibly that we are not the organization they may think we are. For instance, 
we are very active participants in hackathons. We go out to universities. We tell students what we 
are doing. Very quickly, we saw that everyone was quite surprised to see what we are doing. They 
believed we were only broadband providers or only dealing in cable, with no interesting projects. 
So we put a lot of effort into clarifying exactly who we are and what kinds of exciting projects we 
are working on.

What role do KPIs play in your digital agenda? Do you have specific digital KPIs that you track?

Yes, we use KPIs to closely monitor how our digital projects and channels are performing. Are we 
getting more sales? What are the chatbot communications rates? At the beginning of a project, 
we set goals; and then we use KPIs to keep a focus on them. We’ve been doing this for a couple of 
years now. We believe that all companies will be increasingly data driven. You’re going to be more 
data driven next Monday than you were this week. So we collect data and analyze it and learn 
from it. And in this way, we can quickly make any changes we need to make.

To what extent are key digital KPIs tracked on a management level? Is there something like a KPI 
dashboard that you share weekly or daily?

We have a meeting with the CEO every week, bringing together the business departments and 
technical departments, and following up on the key data we’re tracking. What are our digital 
sales? How are our chatbots performing? This attention from the top management helps a lot, as 
we can make decisions based on how things are performing. We can set a plan for this week, and 
then next week we’ll see how it is working and make further decisions. This focus on data lets us 
drive our digital agenda in the right direction. It lets us get smarter.
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TRANSFORMING THE 
TRANSFORMATION

Over the past several TeBIT reports, 
we’ve seen telcos’ strategies and invest-

ments evolve to strengthen the companies’ 
competitiveness in a changing but always 
challenging marketplace. Perhaps the biggest 
step telcos have taken is to pursue digital 
transformation, and that effort is starting to 
pay off: digital has improved efficiencies and 
the customer experience, and sparked inno va-
tion, differentiation, and even new revenues. 
Yet while every operator has a different recipe 
for transformation, this year’s TeBIT report 
says that most lack a key ingredient: a data- 
fueled focus on developing the initiatives and 
capabilities that generate the most value.

The right digital initiatives will 
vary, but having a common set 
of KPIs is right for everyone.

Digital KPIs are a powerful way to gain that 
focus, and fortunately telcos don’t need to 
develop them from scratch. Although the 
right digital initiatives will vary from one tel-
co to another, having a common set of KPIs 
can be right for everyone. ETIS members, 
representing a cross section of European tele-
com companies, have refined just such a KPI 
set to  describe the digital maturity of telcos’ 
end-to-end processes. 

ETIS working groups are designed expressly 
to spark knowledge sharing within the tele-
com industry—and operators can start reap-
ing the benefits of their efforts right now. 
With the KPIs used in this year’s benchmark, 
telcos can measure, learn, and react just as 
relentlessly and rapidly as the data-driven 
startups, upstarts, and giants that have  
transformed industries, including the telecom 
business.

The reacting can start right away, too. 
Although we received insufficient data for 
some core KPIs, for others we collected 
enough responses to calculate statistically 
relevant averages. In these cases, the averages 
provide useful reference points, enabling 
telcos to set a baseline ambition level. For 
example, across TeBIT participants, an 
average of 56% of fixed-network provisions 
were zero touch—a figure that could serve as 
a minimum maturity level that operators 
should aim for.

Meanwhile, the maximum levels we saw for 
various KPIs suggest the current best practice 
for those areas. For example, one TeBIT par-
ticipant achieved 94% zero-touch provisions in 
its fixed business. This and other maximums, 
such as a 73% share for remote incident reso-
lutions in fixed and a two-day time to activa-
tion in fixed, suggest aspirational goals that 
telcos could shoot for once they attain the 
baseline maturity level. (See Exhibit 7.)
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As telcos step up their KPI monitoring, they 
will be better positioned to fine-tune their 
digital strategies and initiatives. But digital 
transformation also requires new skills and 
talent. Here telcos need to look at more than 
their metrics. They need to review and likely 
change the image they present to a new gen-
eration of digital talent. Two strategies can 
help. First, telcos can adopt many of the prac-
tices synonymous with fast-moving digital 
players, such as an agile way of working, 
greater encouragement for experimentation, 
and a more physically open workspace. Sec-
ond, telcos can spread the word that they’re 
not the quiet, noninnovative backwaters that 
some people might imagine. There are many 

ways to do this, from sponsoring hackathons 
to partnering with local universities. Telcos 
should explore them all.

Although the times remain challenging for 
telecom companies, it’s also an era of prom-
ise and possibilities. Through new technolo-
gies and business models, telcos are starting 
to capture and deliver important benefits. By 
better tracking their digital transformations, 
they can turn the payoff into a windfall—and 
lead themselves, their customers, and the in-
dustry forward.
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Exhibit 7 | Digital KPIs Reveal Industry Norms and Best Practices
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